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Enter the world of Throne of GlassExperience the vivid imagery of Sarah J. Maas's expansive
world in her breathtaking New York Times bestselling Throne of Glass saga. Celaena on the
rooftops of Rifthold, Chaol in the gardens of the glass castle, Manon riding her wyvern through
the Crossing, and many other favorite moments, characters, and objects from the vibrantly
detailed realm of Throne of Glass come to life. With stunning original black-and-white drawings,
The Throne of Glass Coloring Book is a must-have companion for any reader looking to be
swept up in the adventure of a lifetime.Awards for the Throne of Glass SeriesQueen of
ShadowsA Good Reads Choice Award winner for Best Young Adult Fantasy/Sci-Fi for 2015Heir
of FireA USA Today bestsellerCrown of MidnightA New York Times and USA Today
bestsellerThrone of GlassA Kirkus Best Teen Book of 2012; Ebook Library.com Best Book of
2012; YALSA Best Fiction for Young Adults; MTV Hollywood Crush Best YA Book of 2012
Nominee

"Character motivations and interactions. . . are always nuanced and on point, especially as
Aelin's growing maturity offers her new perspectives on old acquaintances. . . Impossible to put
down." - Kirkus Reviews on Queen of Shadows"Packed. . . with brooding glances, simmering
sexual tension, twisty plot turns, lush world building, and snarky banter." - Booklist on Queen of
Shadows"I was afraid to put the book down!" - Tamora Pierce, New York Times bestselling
author on Heir of Fire"Readers will devour Maas’s latest entry. . . A must-purchase." - School
Library Journal on Heir of Fire"Tension snowballs into devastating twists and an absolutely
riveting ending. . . Will leave readers ravenous for more." - Kirkus Reviews on Heir of Fire"An
epic fantasy readers will immerse themselves in and never want to leave." - starred review,
Kirkus Reviews on Crown of Midnight"Series fans will be satisfied not only by the intricate plot,
dishy romance, and rich world building but they will be thrilled by the prospect of deepening
adventures in the next volume." - Booklist on Crown of Midnight"A thrilling read." - starred
review, Publishers Weekly on Throne of Glass"A must-read for lovers of epic fantasy and fairy
tales." - USA Today on Throne of Glass"A welcome breath of fresh air to the oft-neglected epic
fantasy field." - Tor.com on Throne of GlassAbout the AuthorJohn Howe is a world-renowned
fantasy illustrator who is best known for his visualization of the world of J.R.R. Tolkien. His work
became one of the foundations for the design of the Peter Jackson movie adaptation of the Lord
of the Rings trilogy.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Great coloring book. The perfect coloring book for a lover of the "Thorn"
book series. Nice graphic designs with dimensions.  Recommend”

iiiireader, “46 Throne of Glass inspired coloring designs – printed one side of the page.
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Attached to this review will be a silent flip-through of the entire coloring book and some
sample photos so you can make an informed decision as to whether or not it will work for
you.The coloring book is based on various books and novellas in the series of books by Sarah J.
Maas. I won't discuss whether or not this coloring book what is I expected from the books but
rather how I feel about it as an adult coloring book in its own right.The coloring book has 46
different designs from different stories. The designs are by three artists Yvonne Gilbert, John
Howe, and Craig Phillips. One of the three artists did not quite match in look and feel with the
other two and it gave a slight discordant vibe to the book as I look through it. While I won't
detract in my overall review for that, it was certainly noticeable. Most of the designs are quite
beautiful and elegant.The designs are quite detailed and many of them have intricate and tiny
elements to color. What is nice about this book is that the designs are printed on one side of the
page with excerpts from the book on the opposing page. That allows me to use any form of
coloring medium I choose without worrying about whether or not it will ruin a design on the back
of the page.This is what I found while coloring in this book and testing the paper with my coloring
medium. I will list, in the comments section below, the coloring medium I use for testing and
coloring.46 Throne of Glass Designs by three artistsPrinted one side of page (with book
excerpts on the back of the page)Paper is heavy weight, white, ever so slightly rough, and
perforatedSewn bindingDesigns are printed beyond the perforations and merge into the
binding. Nothing essential will be lost if you remove pages at the perforations; however, you can
remove several pages in whole by clipping a few threads of the binding.Alcohol-based markers
bleed through this paper.Water-based markers, gel pens, and India ink pens did not bleed
through the paper. Some gel pens require additional drying time.Colored pencils worked really
well with the paper. The tiny bit of roughness to the paper allowed pigment to easily adhere to



the page. I test both oil and wax based pencils and both worked well. I could layer the same
color for deeper pigment, layer multiple colors and blend easily using a blender stick.I like to use
alcohol-based markers with this style of book (printed one side of page) but I use a blotter page
of card stock under my working page to keep ink from seeping through. I would suggest either
using a blotter page or removing the coloring page from the book beforehand if you use alcohol-
based markers.”

Riley, “Great for a gift or if you're into the Thorn of Glass series!. Got this for my fiance, in that
she's all into the Thorne of Glass series! She loves it so much, with a lot of details on each page!
Would recommend!”

Denise Stevens, “Amazing coloring book!. This coloring book is absolutely amazing if you are
really into the book series. Its great to be able to color and to see images of the books you have
read. I've just finally finished the first page trying to take my time with it. Excited to do the rest!”

Edwina Jo Zuniga, “Sister was so happy. My sister was so happy as she had this on her wishlist
& didn’t think anyone was gonna get it for her….good present”

Ezrah [I Heart Romance], “Perhaps the best bookish coloring book!. Take out your markers and
coloring materials because the EPIC Throne of Glass coloring book is FREAKING amazing!I
seriously LOVE it! Each page is amazingly illustrated by three different artists! I love that you
have three styles of artwork in this coloring book.Also, the amazing line art on this page is just
perfect. As someone who is not comfortable coloring humans, this was surprisingly easy!One of
the things that I love about this coloring book is that they also feature other characters from the
series. Princess Nemia is not entirely the main character but she gets her own page. She is also
one of my favorite characters from Throne of Glass and Crown of Midnight.The next thing that I
like about this coloring book is that it encompasses multiple books in the series. I believe this
goes up to the 5th book, Queen of Shadows.Each illustration is accompanied by a short excerpt
from each of the book where the illustration is taken from. This is also perfect for me because I
use markers to color and you know they bleed on the back.For those who love coloring, the
Throne of Glass coloring book if perfect especially if you love the series.”

Shannon M, “Beautiful pictures. Only finished 2 pages, but the pictures are amazing and very
detailed. The paper quality is nice and thick, not flimsy at all!”

Ariel Lynn McFarland, “Perfect companion to the book series. Amazing pictures and the bits of
the story with each picture is great! I wish there were picture from Tower Of Dawn though.”

Anna, “Amazing. As someone who loves the books and art, this was amazing to colour in and
have a different perspective to the image in my head of what the throne of glass world look liked.



Seriously fun for the hardcore fan. Still on the first page because I'm taking my time perfecting it!
Tip for anyone who's going to draw; if you don't want the colours to bleed onto the page it faces
when closed, use cardboard to protect it, and once you've done the page, use hairspray to seal
in the colours.”

Gung-ho_reader, “Gorgeous colouring book!. A definite must buy for the throne of glass series
fans! Not only does it look amazing but with the little excerpts of scenes from where the picture
has been drawn is included which makes the colouring experience so much more fun. There are
also colouring scenes from the new book released in the series; Empire of Storms so I suggest
buying that too and highly recommend this purchase as its one of the best colouring books I've
seen.”

Catherine, “Exactly what I wanted. I ordered this as a present for a friend who is obsessed with
the book series, and I was extremely happy with what I received. The artwork is amazing and it
came in great condition. Cannot wait to give it to my friend, I am sure she will be absolutely over
the moon with it.”

Cailidubh, “A lovely book to colour and a must for fans of the books. This is the second book I
have bought. This is one of my favourite books to colour the paper is great quaility I use artist
penvils and the paper holds the colour great Some great details Hoping that as the books
progress their will be more colouring books ...1 isnt a enough.”

Sara S, “Love it.. The one thing I love about colouring books for series I read is seeing how other
people imagine the characters look.I love this- quotes on each page which help explain where
the opposite illustration is from (which book) as well as context.I may have to buy another one so
I can colour this one and save one just to look at the black and white illustrations as they're so
pretty.”

The book by Erin Hunter has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,477 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Item Weight: 1.2 pounds
Dimensions: 9.91 x 0.39 x 9.95 inches
Calendar: 28 pages
Hardcover: 128 pages
Reading age: 12 - 18 years
Lexile measure: NC630L
Grade level: 7 - 12
Paperback: 96 pages
Board book: 24 pages
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